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STATiMjENT OF '.TfiE ^ROBLEIC

The experimental work performed in the preparation ' 
of-/thig. thesis: was done in an effort to improve the 
horsepower otitput >: and: fuel econoaâ ; of a 'four cycle s 
four ejlinder;industrial”type internal. combustion engine0 ■ 
The work: was 'confined to a very limited portion of the 
engine 9 the iniake manifold9 and every possible effort . 
was made to hold all other factors constant in order "that . 
proper evaluation of the data received could he accom^ " : 
plishedo ' ■ • ' ■ : : '

In its original condition the test engine s a Case 
Model BE four cylinder overhead .valve stationary power " 
unit? was equipped :wlth'a one=piece casting embodying, 
both the intake and exhaust manifolds« The intake: manl= 
fold was of the updraft types and continuous heat wag ap= • = 
plied to: the mixture by a common Wall between the intake 
and exhaust sections of the manifold assemblyo' y-; ;/•
. No. provision was made for .decreasing the amount' of . ,‘ 
heat applied to the incoming mixture after the engine had' 
reached Operating temperatureo" In faets with the standard 
manifold equipmentg •the mixture received more heat after 
the engine had -warmed Up' and during perl'ods: of: heavy; 
power' output s when;excess heat was not desired0;

The updraft Intake manifold was .;smail;ia.:Cross vsed=;;;;:..,:.
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tional aresp inducing high manifold velocities and the
re suit an t friction lossesp and the engine was !?undepa 
carbureted^56 The interior .surface: of the manifold was 
rough in teature9 and the bends from the main distribu
tion section into the individual headers were smooth, 
hot abrupt curve S5o

The goal of the work done to complete the experi
mental end of this paper was an increase in the volumet
ric efficiencys an increase which could be evidenced by 
larger horsepower outputs than those made available by 
the original manifold design^ v- :

High volumetric efficiency can be obtained only with 
reasonably low intake manifold velocities0 . For best results 
a minimum of mixture heating combined with an intake man-

lifold of large cross-sectional area should be considered* 
Reasonably low intake velocities are not feasible in an 
updraft manifold» For this reason^ it was decided to make 
m change to a downdraft carburetor and manifold for use 
in the experimentc In the selection of the material to 
.be used in making the manifold9 ease of local manufacture 
was the primary considerationo Without adequate facilitiess 
casting of a manifold section became an impossibility* 
Thin-walled mild steel tubing was available in a variety

1* Eo Bartholomew9 R0 Chalk and Bo Brewster„ "Car- 
buretions Manifoldings and Fuel Anti-Knock Value ̂ ̂ Journal 
of the Society of Automotive Engineers g 42s142 (April 1938)
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of sizes 5 and was used not only for its ability to b© 
fabricated, but because It provided smooth Interior sur== 
fadess accurate sizing to the block Intake ports, and the 
possibility of sharp-edged bends«

The experimental manifold was made with no provi
sion for mixture heating,; other than the haphazard radi
ation received from the surroundings0 As a cheek to deter
mine the effect of the mixture heating: alone, the original • 
manifold was sectioned, and the intake portion separated, 
from the exhaust portion by insulation^ This gave two in
take and exhaust manifold installationsp identical in 
every respect except that-one manifold employed mixture 
heating and the other did not0

. Three manifold systems were now abailable for test- ■ 
ing purposess the original combined intake and exhaust 
manifold employing mixture heating through a continuous 
hot spot, an intake manifold employing;the same exhaust 
system-and identical to the original except for . the mix
ture heating provision, and a completely different intake 
manifold huilt of tubing, using a dual downdraft carburet
or , and employing no mixture heating provision^ ;.

Testing was done on the Case engine through a com
plete range, of throttle, settings- and power outputsand 
all three manifold systems were used under conditions as 

• nearly identical; as possible^ ' The same exhaust manifold 
was used for all the installations, making the back pressure
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and cylinder charge dilution identical throughout the expert 
imento ■

Horsepower output and fuel consumption readings were 
taken at similar settings throughout the speed range of ' 
the enginea Variations in the intake manifold system 
alone produced a noted effect ph these, recorded factors

,v'20 Heetor;.Eiheza:ana and Stephen Kalmar9 M̂ixture, . 
Distribution in Cylinders Automotive Industries, 66:452 (March 1952 )o' ' - ; . • , - : '



• Volimetrlo Efflolehc

' One of the most important . fac.tofs in. the future power
plant development is the economic aspect, of operation0 

- Power output ,is the primary cons1derations,but. an additional 
: increment -of. power output should not be gained at the 
pens© of economy of operafclon0 Improvements are constantly 
being sought and will continue .to b© sought ■ as long as ln=- 

. ternal combustion engines remain a prime source of power0 - .
Intake manifolds play an important:part .in determining 

engine performanee s partly through 'their effects' on volu=. . 
metric efficiencys.and even more on their effects on the • 
distributibh of the ■'quantities • of "both fuel and; air to the 
;various cylinders of an engine0
•. A four stroke cycle internal combustion; engine affords 
many- opportunities for power improvement and economy of 
operation^ Each of. the; four portions of the cycle has inf.:: 

; 'herent defects", which careful thought and planninĝ , include 
ing experimentationp:- ean minimizeg -but not eiimihate0 The ; 
Ifirst - portion of the/.cycle p : the intake or suction stroke ,Yis

. So" Poster- Mo. Gruber 0 Automotive Engine Testing (lew 
■ forks Pitman Publishing GorporationP 1940T9 pc SoY, .. '

- Ac-;- I b i d oo Po 9 0 % . -f . / Y ; - . f , V .

5p.. Arthur Po. Frass- <, Combustloh Engines (Hew York and
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fcl$@ main ..target of this paper s although the first, stroke in= 
fluences the other thro® strokes to a material extentc 
: The Intake stroke s and its attendant ills9 directly
affects the volnmetric efficiency of an engines i 0 ©off the 
ratio, of the charge actually induced to the charge that 
could he theoretically inducedo Any increase in the volu<= 
metric efficiency of an engine will materially increase its 
power outputo . ", v i



.. - - ' Air Capacity and Power Output . .

Hi© capacity of an engitie,"with.regard to power output 
may be said to be■limited by its air capacityo If the en
gine: does not indnct the.largest possible amount of air^ the 
power output will be restrietedp no matter how much fuel Is . 
addedo The basic requirement g therefore9 for a high output 
engine is Its. ability to induct a large amount of sir per ' 
unit piston displacemento® By this premlsay It can be seen ; 
that the Intake system to the’ .■cylinder should not be re= 
stridted/'ln the slightest if the maximum amount of air is 
to he induetedo ' Even the fuel carried in the mixture stream 
of a carbureted engine cuts down the amount of air induct©do 
: : Internal combustio.n engines do not burn fu@l0 Technî -
eally'the engine burns a combination, of fuel and oxygen9 
smd the greater weight of oxygen the engine can" burn per 
unit time and per unit cylinder capacity^ the more power r 
the engine.can produce9 other factors being held equal0 
Since oxygen is of prime importance p. the less space the fuel - 
occupies in the induction systeiBg the more room will be 
available for oxygen0 This leads directly to: the conclusion ■

60 ' - Burgess; H0 Jennings and Edward F0 Obert 9 Internal " 
Combustion Engines o Analysis and Practice (Scranton: Inter-, 
nSibnal^extbook 'Companyp I944To Po 50o

yo Martin Ko ffellaehj, $$ Carburet or Tuning 9 w Hot Rod 
Magazine g .2:9:12 (September 1949) = ' y ■ .. . ■



that the ultimate in an Intake system should not be ham= 
pered by having to canny fuel, in the stream0 Fuel in
jeetion should'be the answer to the highest possible.volu 
metric efficiency^ as well-as offering a solution to the 
problem of uneven fuel dlstributiono

To experiment oh fuel injection is impractical with 
the- equipment available0 One is'therefore foreed to pro
ceed with the common system of fuel mixture handlingg the 
carburetor and intake manifoldo '
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- ' 'r ; ■ Distribution in Manifolding ; = ' ;

v' V Manifolds' are employed to' conduct and distribute the 
eharge in carbureted internal combustion engines 0 Many 
small engines employ a separate intake pipe for each eyl«=

- :inderg' these pipes emanating from a distribution zone ad^
iacent to the carburetor or air inlet0 Manifolds conduct 
the fuel mixture from the carburetor outlet to the intake 
ports la the engine block leading to the cylinders o

"Manifolds and induction pipes, as well as conducting 
the charge from the carburetor to the yarious Cylinders s : 
provide a chamber for the fuel to vaporize and partially 
mix With the air before being admitted to the cylinder0 ®
The fuel chargehaving been ‘properly proportioned and 
yaporizedg must be evenly distributed to the various eyl= 
inders'to complete the carburetlon and induction process^ ̂
:'. This steps even distribution9 is important not only, 
from the standpoint of power and efficiencys but also be° 
cause it affects the smoothness'of operation at low rotative 
> speeds o The problem of good distribution is rather diffi~ 
cult sihce each engine design and cylinder arrangement

■'So. Aircraft Powerplant Handbook  ̂Civil Aeronautics 
Administration Technical Manual #;1G7 (Washington': United 
States Government Printing Office9 1949)s po 550

' '- 91 ' Ibid. V pa 54« - : . . 't '
. 10= Ibldo 0 p. 100= ; ' ' : ,■ ■



' . • ' ' .■ ' " • I °| ' - . - ■ , - .reqjulre® a special study0 In multicylinder engines of 
any arrangement $, the charge' flow should be analyzed with 
relation to the length'and direction of the manifold and 
jithe respective locations of the intake ports, and the car" 
buretor» The proportion of the total mixture flowing to 
each one of the cylinders should be as near the same as 
possibleo.^

- While most engine distribution problems are brought 
about by differences in the rate at which the fuel is sup 
plied, to the various cylinderss it is also possible to 
have complications caused, by 'non=-uniform air flow ratesc

11o Loco elto 0 Po 100q
v' I S ^  Foster;1io Gruber9 o p o e l t o 9 pc 8 6 0
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;.y . Fuel Air Ratio \ . '' 1

Internal combustion engines having carburetlon systems 
are fairly sensitive to the proportioning of the: air and 
fuel chargeo Gasoline and air mixtures can be ignited when - - 
the mixture is so rich that it contains one part of fuel for 
every seven parts of air by weighty Conversely^ gasoline* 
air mixtures may also be ignited when there is as little 
as one part by weight of gasoline for every, twenty parts - 
of airo These values are extreme and therefore limited in . . 
importanceo In general, the useful mixtures are between : 
one. part in eleven and one part in .sixteenthe exact set* 
ting being determined by the power output s cylinder cooling 
and other factors^5 .I - ■.y'-

In many of the installations in common use today, and 
in the test engine used in gathering data for this paper, 
the carburetor is of the fixed-jet type, which results in 
the fuel air ratio for any speed and.power loading.being 
fixed within, close limitsV The only variance possible 
comes through heating of the mixture. The more heat ap
plied to the mixture, the richer the resulting fuel air • 
ratioo- Since the charge density is reduced at high tem
peratures, .and less.' air is. mixed with the same amount of 1 / 
fuel, the fuel air ratip is richero

' 15o' . Aircraft Powerplant Handbook,, opo clt, 0 pc 960 ;



THE MANIFOLD ITSELF

The' Riser * Tee and Distributor Sect ions ■,

Examine the fuel and air mixture; from the time it 
leaves the carburetors and consider all the possible ef= ' 
fects of manifolding in its various formso

■ The charge passes from the exit section of the carbur“. 
etor into the riser section^ the section between the carbur 
etor and the manifold proper. At the manifold end of the; 
riser is the manifold Tee9 of Tp where the division of the 
mixture for the various ports of the engine under consid
eration occurs or begins to occur. It is at this point 
that the heavier fuel particles9 due to their weight-and 
A the resulting inertia begin to separate from the main air 
Stream*and impinge" on the surface of the: manifold opposite 
the riser entrance0 It is extremely.important that this 

. suffaee be perpendicular to - the axis of the riser so there 
is no tendency for the fuel to be deflected more to one

. - • : v' • 5-4 : -. branch of the manifold than to anotheri ;
Attempts to streamline the manifold T will usually re

sult In undersirable effects= Any streamlining that takes 
place:on the inner curve of. the turn leading from the T : 
section into the main distributor section increases the

. . 14o• Lester C = Liehty2 Internal Combustion Engines. ' ,
(New Yorks MeG-raw-Hi 11 Book Obmpanyp Incorporated '1939) 9 
P* 274.0 , . i': : : h: h
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area; of* the manifold9 reduces the Velocity of flow„ and 
facilitates precipitation,of the fuel particles0 Stream- . .
lining of the manifold sections should he done only where

; ■ - ' v ' ; ' /: . . - 2,5 ' 'the flow pf the mixture occurs in one directiono
; A minimum riser size to impart sufficient velocity of 

flow to the mixture is not essential in a downdraft mani
fold- since, the fueiwi 11 readily flow doim to "the manifold 
To -It is usually cdnsidered desirables however9 to have;a 
horizontal dlstrihutor section in the manifold^ so that • 
there, will he; no 'tehdency fbr?xthe liquid particles; in the 
mixture to flow in one direction"more than;anotheri This - 
distrlbutdr section may he level only a small portion of the 
time if the vehicle - containing the.installation is traverse 
ing a path containing gradients o . , v :

' ■ : ■ The cross sectional shape of the distrlhutbr section
can vary throughput the geometric gamuto For ease of local 
manufacture for test purposes round tuhlng is the most ; . 
practical, although square„ rectangular and half-round "
:shapes' hre ' usedo A manifold with a circular .-cross section 
would he the most desirable if only air or gas is to he 
. distributpdo -;; ;: / : r ,  ̂ ' /: '

; . 15,:. Ibid, 0 p0-275.0 • ;• •
" 16o Martin Ko Wallach,. op.o citp.0 ..p, 18,
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Ligrald Wall Film and its Effect on Pistribution

The manifold must also be designed to distribute the 
fuel? part of which is' in liquid formo The liquid parti™ 
eles tend to precipitate out of the mixture stream,, and 
the manifold cross section should facilitate the reentry 
of the particles of fuel back into the mixture stream.
The precipitated fuel will gravitate to the floor of the 
manifoldj which9 if circular in cross section^ will pro^ v ' 
vide a channel for the liquid' stream. A flat floor for the ' 
manifold provides a much larger area over which the fuel may 
spread9 and increases the possibility of evaporation of 
the precipitated particlesp as well as increasing the 
tendency for the passing mixture stream to entrain them. 
However $■the best all-round cross section is the circle9 for 
it offers the least resistance to flow and decreases the 
pumping lossd ' v

When a liquid fuels.such as gasolineg is used, a part 
of the fuel travels to the cylinder as a liquid film on the 
manifold walls c A rough surface on the manifold offers, 
considerable resistance to this wall film of fuel, and,will

17c Lester Co Pichty, op. clt0 0 p0. S74c
ISoi V.'Eo Maleev, Internal Combustion Engines, Theory 

and Design (Hew York= McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1945), p. 559.
. • 19o Burgess H0 Jennings and Edward F0 Obert, op. cite„
p. 255o ■ ' '
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tend to increase the thickness of the filmo Oh the other 
handp a smooth surface reduces this tendency and is to 
be desired0 Any uneveness of the floor of the manifold 
provides opportunities for puddles of fuel to accumulate* 
These puddles will9 under certain circumstances^ flow 
into one or more of the cylinders with a changeable effect 
on the fuel air ratio and the power delivered by that 
portion of the engine

As there is usually a film of fuel on the riser, walls« 
a sharpredged entrance into the distributor section of the 
manifold causes the film to be torn from the walls and re
enter the air streamo Wherever there is a .change of flows . 
either velocity or direction, there is a tendency for the 
droplets of liquid gasoline, suspended in the charge stream, 
to be deflected to one side of the pipe, impinge on the 
wall surface, and enter the wall film* -

20* Lester 0* Lichty, op0 cito, p* 2740 
21o VoLo Maleev, op0 cito* p0 5590
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Effect on 'Wall Film and D1stribution of Eanlfold-. 
Benda and Firing Order

The bends in the manifold between the riser; and the 
ports 'can, be either .curved with an even radins 9 or sq(usre9, 
but the ;curved manifold has drawbacks.that limit its use 
even if the-mixture .flow is bent gradually and without • 
disturbance o The .curved manifold does give good mixture 
f low; and volumetric. effiolency9 - but it tends to deposit - 
the - fuel In the mixture stream on the inner surface .of the 
bends I 1& flowihg around:a bend in.the.manifold
tends to increase velocitŷ  on the outer radius of the turn 
and decrease:' velocity on the Inner surf a c e\ p f;: the' -; turn 0 hi-: 
As the carrying power of the mixture stream.ls proportion
al toa power of its velpcity, t^ is a tendency to drop 
out or accumulate.liquid on the surface of the inner wall 
of the .turn because of the velocity decrease oh the inner 
radius p. f The fuel will tehd to keep "flowing' down the wall . . 
and enter the Innermdst cylinder fed by a Siamese intake 
portg providing - there 1s no def lection.or dlsturbanee on . 
the wall surf are •before the ’port 0 . Any dis turbanc©, will ;. - 
;have an effeet .on the wall film that will change with every 
change in power .loading -or rotative: speeds The inner cyl” - 
inder9 . in the event of -no wall disturbance .immediately ;; 
preceding the portg will receive more fuel in the form

' Martlh K0 laliaGhs: _op0’ eit 0 s p0 180



of s. W@X»L: film than .the; outer cylinder, and this unequal. 
distribution will result in a loss of power and increased 
fuel eonsumptiono ̂^ i '1 - ;. ̂ .

On the other hand, if the bends in the manifold dis
tributor section between the riser andv:the ports are made 
with sharp edges and right angle turns, there - will be a 
t.endency for the fuel, traveling in a liquid film along 
the walls to be -thrown back into the air streaml The re
sult will be more equal fuel distribution to cylinders 
being fed from Siamese”ports at all throttle openings0 
The resulting turbulehce around a'■ square corner section 
also inereases; 'the chance for pick up of the wall film by 
the air streams ; ' 'h-. ' 'I ' ; y;

‘.6. manifold for a four cylinder engine is usually of 
the twd^port type« That is,ythere are only two cylinder . 
block intake ports to feed four cylinders«, Cylinders 1 
and 2 feed vfrpm a common port„ as do cylinders 3 and 40 
If the carburetor riser joins the distributor section of 
the manifold at the centers the manifold offers the same 
flow resistance for each, cylinder2 providing the length and 
number of bends are equal in each end of the manifold® The 
two-port manifold for four cylinder engines with the usual 
firing ordergl-3-4-2g has a reversal of flow from one 
;branch to the other after the induction for cylinders 1



and 4 but not. after the induetion period for. cylinders 2 
and So^ This tends to produce unequal mixture distribu= 
tions as the air stream in its abrupt reversal of direction 
deposits fuel on the sides of the manifolds

To accomplish a complete reversal of flow , the mix= 
ture stream traveling at a high velocity must come to a 
full stop and resume a high velocity in the reverse direc
tion - many times a secondo Bach time the velocity of the 
mixture stream passes through zero velocity9 there is a . 
great tendency ifor the entrapped fuel particles and drop
lets to fall Out of:the mixture stream.and deposit on the 
walls of the manifoldo This dccurence has no possible • 
correction'when a single carburetor and manifold are used 
on a two-port^ four cylinder :engine c ," ' ' ' ' - ; : ,'

24v ’ Lester 0= Lichty$ opo cit e 9 p0 275<>



' :v " ' ' Throttle Bias- v / ■' ̂ ̂ :

, ; There Is one other major eonslderaton to examine durto
Ing the journey of the fuel from the carburetor to the In
take port In the hlocko ^Throttle bias68 Is the tendency of 
a part-opened throttle of the butterfly type to deflect : 
fuel more to one slW of the riser than the other Since 
the sideward thrust of-the throttle valve has more effect 
:on the heavier particles of fuel than It does on the lighter 
particles or evaporated portions 9 the fuel mixture Is 
stratified Into rich and lean layers even before It leaves 
.the carburetor& The heavier particles Initially deflected • 
by the throttle bias will impinge on the wall of the riser, , 
and unless the tee between the "riser and the horizontal
distributor section of the manifold proper, is made with • •
sharp edges 9 this heavier liquid film will remain on the 
manifold walls and further disrupt the eveness of the fuel
air ratio to the various cylinders&
: ■  t .  y . : t  . t .  t

With' an in-line engine9 throttle bias can be helped
by placing the throttle butterfly spindle parallel to the
axis of the crankshaft of the engineo If, as"is Common
in almost all in-line engines in use today, the throttle
spindle is placed perpendicular to the crankshaft axis9. .'
the action of the ; throttle bias tends, to direct fuel to-
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Syardi ■ one' end' of the manifold or the other-0 with a -eons®"
' . ' " - v  ̂ . . ' : g.'gpent effect on the.eveness of the mixture distribution0

• : ■Once the throttle bias has forced fuel to enter the ;
1 1 quid wal 1 film, it will travel in the wall film until, it

: reaches one. of the cylinders with the resulting detrimental
'effecfo. i If the throttle bias is such that, the fuel deflect”
ed'hy the throttle valve impinges oh the- forward wall of the
riserg it is to be expected fha.t the fuel will flow for=
ward in the main d.istrlbutor .section of the manifold:, on
the side adjoining- the riser until it",reaches the turn.
.leading to the intake port in the block0 .. There it will.
change its direction of flow because of the differential ' r
’ pre s sure exi at ant. in the. turn and end- up oh the. inner "" : :
wall: of-'theiv bend: at: a point" slightly beyond the turn0 This
will hold true regardless:of the amount of throttle opening:
short of h- Wid@ ■ open . throttle ■ seftingo:-1: Thus P all throttle ,
n̂ettings:;of:>a:'.parf 'Ipad nature will consistently dhow, a
richer mixture to the inner cylinders feeding from Siamese r:
ports when a gently curved manifdid: is used*. Throttle bias
can be helped by the use ' of a sharp edgeds rake type manl-
foldg but proper placing of the' throttle axis is. needed
to minimize ' the uneven charge distribution0 , - : . ‘ -

tdil) ;,lartin K* Wal la oh,' op* cit0 s; :p0" 18*



Plow Considerations • ■ ■ ^

Fluid flow through bends is usually considered from 
the viewpoint of the added r’esi'stanee resulting from the 
bendo Howevers if a bend is considered from the viewpoint 
of the manifold designers the important consideration is 
the effect the bend will have on the path or paths of the ■ 
liquid acepmpanying the air through the bend0 Since much - 
of the liquid fuel accompanyIng the air in the mixture ; . 
flow is on the walls of .the manifold when it-reaches'the. 
bendss the directions of- the forces in the approximate 
boundary layers' of the 'air stream are of importance when . : 
It comes to determinlng the movement Of the .liquid "itself0

The major liquid flow paths follow the wall surfaces 
Of the manifold fromthe carburetor to the portsa and the 
effect of the bends in the manifold on the liquid flow pat= 
terns is of importance» Any doubt that the major portion 
of the liquid follows the- manifold wall surfaces can be 
dispelled by visual observationo

In flow through a pipe bend the. inertia of the air 
causes it to deflect to.the outside of the bends building 
up the pressure in the outer regions of the curved portion 
and reducing the pressure on the inner regions of the bendo 
This pressure gradient induces flow of the liquid boundary 
layer from the outer surfaces of the-bend to the inner aur= 
faces o This flow must take place along the walls them- 
selves g because no other path is possible in the face of the
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continuance of the major portion, or core, of the air flow0
The flow patterns at the bends close to the walls ap— 

proximate helices of decreasing pitch, converging upon the
■ ■ 017region of least pressure at the inside of the bench The 

final result of these patterns is the forming of a liquid 
pool just beyond the bend on the inner wall surface of the 
manifoldo At any rotative speed or loading this pool con— 
tains approximately the same percentage of the. liquid pre
sent in the total charge passing through the manifold* 
Howevers the pool of liquid will tend to be proportionately 
larger at light throttle loadings as there is insufficient 
velocity in the air stream to tear touch of the film from 
the wallso

Therefore there is not only the effect of the decrease 
in velocity on the inside; of the curve tending to precipi
tate fuel on the inner wall surface of the bends but there 
is also a pressure gradient forcing any liquid on the out
side wall surface to flow and reform on the inner wall 
surface of the bend* In the case of Siamese porting of 
the intake valves, it can be seen that this condition 
will result in the inner cylinder (the one on the same 
side of the intake port as the inner side of the bend or 
radius) receiving a major portion of the liquid wall film

SBTo P*So Tice, "Good Manifold Design Based on Specific 
Matures of Plow", Automotive Industries * 66s587 (September 
1954)o■ ; • ■■ • • ;. -
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at all times I Since the. wall film carries a large por= 
tion of the fuel p - the inner" cylinder1 Bill., run consistently 
"richer unless some means-is used to deflect part of the 
liquid- film hack. into the. air stream going to' the outer V v 
cylindero ' . "l y. ' l '
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E. Main distribution tube
F. Carburetor and header flanges'
G. Conventional hot spot area
H. Inlet ports
I. Buffer ends on main distribution tube



Partial Solution to Wall Film Problem

Outside oP beating tiie mixture to the . point where there 
is no wall :fi!m9 the one practical means of getting: the liq
uid layer back into circulation is the rake type manifold.
In. the rake manifold all- the bends from the main distributor 
section of the manifold into the shorter, portions leading 
to the block intake ports are made with, sharp edges. This 
-has a tendency to tear the liquid film from the wall sur= -
faces and throw " it -back into the air stream 'every time there

. - " 28,.,;,-  ̂ : V. . "v. .is a change of :direction, - In a. manifold with curving sec^
tions leading to the intake ports 9 there may be a twenty
.percent difference in the fuel air,ratio between atijoining'
cylinders fed from the same Siamese intake porto A rake
manifold will reduce this spread to as little as ten percent
in almost any case0 A continuation of the main portion of
■ the distributor tube parallel .'to the engine block and beyond
the intake pipe for the end cylinders is known as a buffer
end. It tends to absorb9 to a degree9 the periodic gas shock

'resulting from the suction and valve closing pulsations0 .
The length of the buffer end is very critically but in general

- ■ : ,:f : ,1. .f. • ,. v f'. ' ' i: .:d,: ' ;-29
it varies between one half and one and one half inches,

Asv stated above g there is one other commonly used means
to get the well' film back into the circulatory stream of air

" -2 8 0 Arthur Po Frass 9" op,' 'cit, 0 p,: 8-6 6 0. -
89o .Martin Ko Wallach3 opo cit0q p. 18o . -

'ey



this Is the hot spot s or heated, evaporative surface on the. 
walls of the intake manifoldo In general practicep this 
spot is placed directly opposite the manifold riser so the . 
heavier particles of liquid which impinge on the - surfaceP 
due to inertia when leaving" the riser sections will have 
.additional heat applied to them to help the vaporization 
process^ ' - ' . . ;

Naturally» as the fuel air ratio "becomes higher^ or 
richer9 the .proportion of fine and heavy particles of fuel 
in the mixture stream will increase s and the proportion of 
evaporated fuel will decrease» Since the amount of evap<= 
oration past a certain percent-is controlled by the amount 
of heat added to the incoming mixtures one can see that by 
adding more or less heat to the mixturea a partial control 
on the mixture ratio can be exerted*.. As more heat is added§ 
the mass ; of air mixed with a constant mass of fuel becomes 
less s and the mixture ratio becomes riehePo

The condition of the mixture at the engine ports de= 
..pends on the he at; added to the charge between the carburetor 
and the ports p the velocity of flows and the design of the ' 
intake manifold itself<> •

A manifold that provides equal air distribution between 
the various cylinders does not necessarily provide equal 
fuel mixtures g particularly when the fuel mixture contains



'a .lapge propdption of liquid papticleso Liquid fuel 
particles will always be present in the fuel mixture unless 
■ excessive heat has been,applied to evaporate all the.fuelo 
Coinplete evaporation is never present in a■ manifold for 
two main reasons0- Pirstp since the fuel mixture may trav= 
erse the path from the earburetor to- the intake port in as 
short a time as o01 of a seconds it can be.seen that a large 
amount of heat would have'tobe supplied to the incoming 
mixture.in a'short time 0 . Second^ the heat applied to com= 
p-lete the .evaporation of the incoming liquid fuel particles 
would lower the charge density by an appreciable amount; and 
materially reduce the volumetric efficiencyo- ■ High charge 
temperature also favors detonation and pre=ignition within 
the c y l i n d e r : ; ' v-; -

The hot spot does heat the heavier fractions of 
liquid impinging on its surface ̂'and provides, a more even 
distribution, of fuel by, euttlng down on that portion of the ; 
fuel reaching the cylinder in the form of, a wall film0:
Any heating of the mixture 9 however9 results in a lowering 
of the volumetric efficiency6 - This.disadvantage of the 
hot spot is handled in a modern motor car ins tallation by 
the use of a thSMostatieally controlled butterfly valve 
which directs heat against the hot spot Surface when the,

' 30’o:: Xjester C0 hichty9 ic^o 9- po 2V0o - -



: engine is cold5 insuring adequate vaporization during til® 
warm up period0 When the 'engine is at operating temperature 
and able to handle a larger proportion of-liquid fuel in 
the form of a. wall, filmj,: the butterfly position has been 
changed by the thermostatic control9 and the exhaust gases 
are directed away from the hot spot portion: of the intake. 
manifoldo This insures a high volumetric efficiency a 
large percehtage of the-operating time s.yet more complete 
vaporization when it is needed by a cold engine <,

IJnfortunatelys most industrial or stationary install 
lations that employ an exhaust gas heated manifold hot spot 
do, not provide a means' of. decreasing the heat added to the 
mixture once the engine has assumed a normal operating 
temperature& This results in a.loss of volumetric effi= 
ciency incompatible with the peak power output so often 
demanded of : such instaliations o: ©ranted that the hot spot
shortens the: time of ..warm up long run increase in power 
output and economy Is far more important to an industrial 
or stationary application? ; p -

32^' lot or 5a Auto Repair Manual 
1949), p^pyi: ; ■

Yorks Motor p



the: bisiGN A m  .gonstrxtctioh op- am intake manifold

Renovation of the .Original Manifold

To provide an additional manifold form which could be 
tested and checked, the original manifold used on the Case 
Model SE engine was renovated^ A cut was made through the 
center exhaust collector chamber imniediately adjacent to 
the intake manifoldc, This procedure left the intake. mani= 
fold section intact, and required a minimum of work on the' 
exhaust manifold section:to make it gas tight once moreo 
A thin steel plate was fitted;to the opoh end of the ex
haust portion of the manifold which resulted from the Cut
ting operationo The plate was fastened with a suitable 
gasket to the exhaust manifold with flat head screws0 
This provided sufficient room to insert an asbestos sheet 
between the intake section and the,exhaust section of the 
reworked manifoldo The heat transferred between the two 
manifold portions was- thereby reducedo

With the exception of the mixture heating provisionss 
this manifold form was.comparable to the original in every 
respecto /The manifold9 like the originals was small in 
cross-sectional area with rough-textured walls and gradual 
bendso It was of the updraft type9 and the carburetor was 
set in such a way as to allow throttle bias to disturb the 
even distribution of the mixture to the cylinders0 ,

Both manifolds used with the original carburetor, the
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original and the reworked originals were.improperly matched 
to the intake ports in the cylinder- heado The castings 
were rough and inaccurately cored,, The carburetor and 
manifold combination were not able to take care of the air 
requirements of the,engine at high rotative speeds and 
power loadingso This created a restriction in the: intake 
system which precluded the possibility of increasing the 
power output with any modification of the intake manifolds
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v / ■ A Hew Intake Manifold

Every.internal combustion engine using a manifold sys
tem for’ the induction of. a fuel"air mixture t© the cylinders 
presents â different problem to the manifold designer0 The 
number and arrangement of cylinderss the firing order and 
' - valve timing 5 the size and air ' capacity of the engine =*==■ 
all play a part in the determination of the intake manifold 
to be used, . . ; " ■ v'' ■ •

The Oase.engine used in the preparation of this paper 
: is a slow speedg low output 5, economical industrial or . 
tractor engineo Any effort to increase the output of the . . 
engine by ehanging the intake manifold alone will have m 
smallp but beneficial9 effect on the performance of the @ng° 
ine0 If the engine Under test had been a high speed, high 
output engine s then changing the. intake manifold would make 
a greater difference in. engine performance= '

The basic methods involved in trying to obtain more 
power from an engine p - with.- no loss, in economys are the same 
regardless of the type of:power plant used in the experi" 
mento It should be.possible for the .engine to ^breathe 
freely g" or induct the largest possible amount of the fuel 
mixture with the minimum amount of work 0 The: mixture 
distribution to the various cylinders should be as even as. 
possible so that all the cylinders may produce'their share. 
of the total Output of the engine,

The engine can take, in the largest amount of mixture



only If the cross-sectional areas of the manifold are large^ 
and the walls are smootho The bends should be gradual^ 
hut this factor assumes less importance if the volume of 
the. manifold is largeo The manifold should he cold running 
with no heat added to the incoming mixture to lower the 
charge densitya If the intake manifold is to he compapi- 
tively largeg then the mixture velocity through the manifold 
will be lowo^  This makes it imperative to use the down™ 
draft type of manifold^ as a requisite minimum velocity is 
needed through an updraft manifold riser to keep the fuel
in suspension in the air stream and move it through the

35passages to the cylindersI .
The benda should he sharpsedged to throw the liquid 

film hack into the core of the incoming, mixture stream<,
This more nearly equalises-the •charge received by the . " .
various cylinders o Sufficient heat must be added to 
vaporize the incoming charge and eliminate the wall film 
of liquid fuel particles 0 Small manifold c'rossv.sectional 
areas are used since they tend.to increase the Velocity 
and the turbulence of the incoming mixture, and cut down ' 
on the stratification of the charge o.' The carburetor and the

550 Burgess H0 Jennings and Edward P0 Obert9 op0 citos
p -  5 2 -  - s .  ■■ ■ ■‘ h : - : ;  :

34o Arthur Wo Judge 9 The Testing of High Speed Inter- 
nal Combustion Engines (Londont Chapman and Halls Limited0 
1924)1 po. i8o ■ . . v t I;;:',/ ■ •■ y

:35o Lester Go Lichty9 op0 cit0 9 p0 273o '



throttle butterflies must be placedin.suoh. a •position as 
to deliver equal portions of the charge to all the cyl-= 
inders0 ■ , ; v - " w  : ' ; ■ ' . ,;:-

. Examination of the foregoing will disclose that the 
• methods used in making the manifold "free breathing"s and 
" the methods used in securing even mixture distribution to 
the various cylinders ares .for the most party, at cross pur= ; 
poses with each othero '' One is confronted with,the problem 
of subordinating even distribution to "free breathing11, or 
"free breathing"•to even distribution. -The-most logical 
combination of the two methods would retain the pow.er-pro- ' 
ducing potentialities of the "free breathing-e enginey, and 
would try to retain a portion of the ev.en mixture. distri
bution at no‘sacrifice in power output0

In building the intake manifold,used in the experiy-, 
mental work reported in this papers it - was' decided to -:;;v :
. construct a manifold embodying, a large volume s smooth wails;, 
and nb mixture heating.provisions. , These factors combined 
in a downdraft manifold should .provide a minimum of pumping 
work on the part Pf,' the ̂engine to get: a -maximum charge into 
the cylihderso But it c ont a ins no provision for .even 
distribution of the charge to the various cylinders., lo; 
make the ;charge distribution better than it would be with : 
"the manifold outlined aboves sharp«edged bends were used at 
all- points Where, the direction' of the'charge flow change da 
•The riser and carburetor were set oh the main distributor .
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section of the manifold in such a way that the throttle' 
hlas effect was reduced to a minimum, and the liquid wall 
film appeared to flow evenly toward feoth intake ports in : ; 
the cylinder heado : . . ; _ 1

The manifold itself was constructed of thin=wall steel 
'tubings the main distributbr_section being -2 inches inside; 
diameterp . and the individual headers to the cylinder head 
being 1 5/16 inches,: inside diametero The riser section 
was constructed of a piece of the two inch tubing, flat— ' 
tened to encompass the throttle vaiye openings on a 
Stromberg 81, dual throat carburetor:; : ;This gave a riser 
sieetion approximating a rectangle with semi-circular ends0. 
(Quarter inch- boiler plate was used for the carburet or and ;
header flangeSo All the sections of the manifold were 
.welded together „■ and ‘all. the joints were: made with: abrupt «• f ; 
well-f it ted s ect ibh edge s o: ' ; : lb g -

The individual headers to , the cylinder: head ports were -''. ; 
joined to the main distributbr seetibn of the manifold in 
such a way that the bottom surface of, the two sections made - • 
a common floor o : The center line of: the headers was there-- / 
fore approximately 5/8 of an inch below the center line of , 
the main distributor section0 This was done to provide a 
smooth path from the main distributor section underneath the 
riser entrance to the ports in the cylinder head for any 
liquid fuel partieles tending to collect at the low portion 
of the manifold cross section0‘ The motion of the air stream 
. could be .relied.Upon to move this liquid portion along the.



: ■ : ' . ' '  ■ ■ ■ ■ v;V _ yj

smooth path provided9 and. prevent the formation of extensive 
ii^uid pools on the floor of the manifoldo ‘ , 

Incite end pieces were installed on the main distri
butor section of the manifold* These end pieces allowed - 
an observer to visually check the distribution of the liquid 
wall film in the manifolds and to ascertain the amount of 
vaporization taking place on the walls of the manifoldo 
In addition^ it was possible to check to some extent the 
action of the sh@rp=edged bends in the manifold in return^ 
ing the wall film to the air streamo, , •

dhe intake manifold described above was installed oh 
the Case Model SE engine and checked for dimensional fit 
and manifold vacuum leakso



TEST PROCEDURE

Regardless of the intake manifold form installed^ 
the test proo,edure was the’same :̂ for all fnns: with the 
Case Model SE stationary:engine0 This enabled a close check 
to be made,on the test results while the test was in pro- ■
. gresso Familiarity with the test procedure and the ex™ 
pected results made it-possible for the operators to de
tect deviations from these results while the test was 
being runo. : V  "

In eyery case the engine was started, either by hand 
or with the assistance of the dynamometer, and allowed, to 
run for a considerable length Of time before test runs were 
made 0 The water temperature was brought to a minimum of 
iso0, and the lubricating oil was allowed to heat suffi
ciently to make the oil pan surface warm to the touch be- 
fore the engine was loaded to any extent0 This eliminated 
errors resulting from a high frictidn horsepower loss 
caused by excessive cold oil friction and improper clear
ances on moving parts 0 During the warm up time the engine 
was run between 600 and 900 revolutions per minute under a 
light dynamometer loadingG This shortened the warm up 
period without causing excess wear on the test engineD

! With the engine at correct operating temperature, the 
test runs were-'begun» The engine was first run under full 
load, wide-open throttle conditions» The rotative speed 
was controlled by varying,the electrical loading on the



field coils of the dynamometer. Test runs were made at 
speeds of approximately 600 $ 900 s 1200? 1500, and 1800 
revolutions per minute* With the throttle opened wide^ * 
suffidlent resistance was added to the dynamometer armature 
circuit to hold the rotative speed to 600 revolutions per 
minute, The dynamometer beam loading was recorded,, -as was 
the revolutions per minute read with a tachometer applied 
to the dynamometer shaft 9 the fuel consumption in ounces 
for a measured time in' seconds, the water temperature 
at the outlet from the cylinder heads arid the fuel air 
ratio as read on the Cambridge exhaust analyzer0 This 
: recorded data: enabled -the? brake horsepower j, the specific 
- fuel consumption:9 and the torque to be Oalculatedo -

The same procedure was followed at- each rotative speed 
selected at full load throttle settingo With all the 
data obtained during' the full^throttle run, graphs were 
now plotted to show the change in horsepower9 torque and 
fuel-consumption with, a change in revolutioris per minute, 

Part=load test runs were now"made by the following 
procedureo The dynamometer beam loading was set to one 
third or two thirds ' of the full load reading at a given 
rotative speed. By manipulation of the throttle control 
and the rheostat control governing the braking action of 
the dynamometerj, the balance scale of the dynamometer beam 
loading Was made to come to the desired reading. All rota
tive speeds were covered at one definite throttle loading
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by the simultaneous varianGe of the throttle and dynamo™ 
me ten loading, control to give the revolutions per minute 
desired at any pre=set beam loading0 -

Runs were made and data taken for a one third throttle 
load-ing and a two. thirds throttle loadingo These throttle 
loadings do not correspond to a set throttle position,, If 
the throttle were set in a one third open position, it 
would be found that the.resulting brake horsepower -curve 
would be above the one third throttle loading curve for 
all lower rotative speeds..

The above procedure was followed regardless of what 
manifold form was installed on the Case engine0. In the 
case of the rake type manifold with the Incite end pieces 
on the main distributor section, additional data was taken 
at each throttle loading and rotative .speeds This addi™ 
tiohal data took the form of visual observations concerning 
the flow Inside the manifold, both of the mixture and liquid 
wall filmu Observations Were also made of the amount -of 
entrainment of the heavier fuel particles on the manifold 
wall section opposite the riser opening;, and the amount 
of spray present at the section change from the main dis
tributor section Into the individual headers„ It is at 
this point that the. liquid wall film was partially torn 
from the walls and made to reenter the air stream,, '

Although readings were taken on the Cambridge exhaust 
analyzer to determine the fuel air ratio, no change was



possible during the test runs■using 'the Stromberg 81 car
buretor <> This carburetor was of the fixed-jet type, and 
the engine had to be shut down to change the jet seftingo 
With the original equipment carburetor; the mixture’could 
be changed during a test runs and the resultant effect 
notedo This made it possible to set the carburetor for, ■ 
maximum power at wide open throttle position at the governed 
speed of 1550 revolutions per minute o; Mo change in the car
buretor setting was made during a test run, except where 
it was desirable to check •results o.

Exceptional power could-be developed at a particular 
throttle loading and rotative speed if a richened mixture 
was supplied to the engine <, This would hot occur in normal 
uses and was therefore to be avoided0 - On the other hands 
if the mixture was allowed to get too; lean5 erroneous re
sults would- again be present = Lean mixtures carry with 
them the threat of burned exhaust valves ̂ and are definitely 
to te avoidedo ■ ‘ " ■ .

After all test runs were made <, the data was examined 
for irregularitieso Any points inconsistent with the eXr.-' 
pected results were subjected to a re-runs to see if the 
data previously taken was correct or if some extraneous 
factor had entered into the test run falsifying the results*

Graphs were made from the assembled data to show the 
performance of the individual manifolds9 and to show a com
parison between the performance of the various manifolds <> :
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- ' TEST RESULTS ^

The results of the series of tests conducted with the 
Case'ModelSE stationary engine are shown on the accompany
ing graphs o . Each plate shows either the results of a number 
of .test runs„ or a graphical comparison of the results of 
different test runs a In this way9 it is hoped that a clear 
and logical presentation of the accumulated data will be 
made,, " i. description of:"each plate follows 0
; Plate IV shows the: performance of the test engine with 
the:originai manifold.installed when operated at full load 
condifionso . It can be seen'that- the brake horsepower curve 
continues its rise with- no ̂ suggestion "of a break until a 
speed of about 1200 revolutions per minute is pbtainedo At 
this point the brake horsepower curve begins to stray from 
a straight' line .function until it actually breaks s or 
reaches a peakp at approximately 1850 revolutions per min-

f  \ : - ' ' '
.The torque? a function of the brake horsepower and the 

rotative speedp reaches a maximum at approximately 1150 
revolutions per minutef From this speed the torque steadily 
decreases as higher rotative speeds are obtained.

The specific fuel consumption is good at low rotative 
speeds-p and it .steadily improves until it .reaches a minimum 
at approximately 1500 revolutions per minute0 At this point - 
the.engine develops the.most power for the amount of fuel 
consumed* Above this rotative speed the specific fuel con-
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sumption slowly 'begins to increase s with the increase be
coming more pronounced at the higher speeds0

- Plate V shows the performance of the test engine at 
two thirds throttle loading with the original manifold in~ 
stalledo This two thirds throttle loading does not mean 
that the throttle butterfly is fixed in a two thirds open 
positiono It signifies that the engine is carrying two thirds 
of hhe load that it will carry with the throttle wide open*
The brake horsepower curve is similar in form to the full 
load-brake horsepower curve5 except that the slope of the 
straighto earlier portion of the curve is flatter1

The tor<^e curve also is similar to the full load 
torque curve, but the specific fuel consumption shows a 
variance from the form previously experienced* It is higher 
at low rotative speeds and approaches the full load con" 
sumption curve at approximately llQQ revolutions per minute 
onlyov Above this speed the specific fuel, consumption In™ 
creases stedily with an increase in speed0

Plate VI shows the performance of the test engine at 
-anone third throttle loading with the original manifold in" 
stalledo •All of the curves are similar to the full load and 
two thirds load curves with the exception of the specific 
fuel consumption curveo The fuel consumption is very high 
at rotative-speeds in the low part of the. range„ and it 
never- approaches the specific fuel consumption present at 
higher throttle loadingso It reaches a low point at.approx^
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; Imately 1500 revolutions per minute s arid above this speed 
it increases quite rapidlfo ■ ,

Plate VII shows the performance curves for both the
original manifold and the renovated original manifold at
full throttle loading<, " These performance curves are shown 
on the same' plate for . the. purposes of eomparisono In this
way the action of the hot Spot on the performance of the. ..
engine can be seenVr The .brake horsepower curve on the re
novated manifold is slightly higher at all rotative speedsp 
and this necessarily gives an/increase in torque output 
throughout the speed;range9 The specific fuel consumption 
curve for the renovated original manifold is lower St slow 
rotative speeds than the? consumption curve for the original" 

. manifoldo As the speed of the engine increases, the two 
specific fuel consumption curves come closer and closer to
gether* Above 1700 revolutions per minute they give the 
.same consumption for all practical purposes 0

A comparison is made between the original manifold 
and the renovated original manifold only at full throttle 
loading conditions * Any difference in the performance of 

. the two manifold forms would be the maximum under these 
conditions, and the difference in performance would tend 
to disappear at part load throttle openings*

Plate VIII shows the performance of the test engine 
at full throttle loading conditions with the new manifold 
installed. In this case, it can be seen that the brake-
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horsepower curve continues its unbroken rise until a speed 
of above 1500 revolutions per minute is reachedo .it this 
point the curve slowly hegins to deviate from its. heretofore 
straight path, but it continues to climb as long as the '

: rotative speed was increased* From the action of the curve 
during the higher rotative speeds, it would be expected 
that the brake horsepower would continue to increase until 
a speed of above 2500 revolutions per minute is reachedo

: The torque curve is exceptionally flat, and maintains 
a high reading throughout the normal speed range of the en=
'gihe o Above 1700 revolutions per minute it begins to fall 
off slowly9 with no abrupt dropping of the torque charact
eristic of higher speedso : -. : C

The specific fuel consumption.curve maintains a:low 
reading throughout.the.operating range .of. the engine0 It 
has a .slight tendency to be higher at both the low and the 
•high end of the speed ranges and it reaches its lowest 
point at approximately 1500 revolutions per minute=

Plate 33C shows the performance of the test engine 
under two thirds throttle loading with the new manifold in- 
- '.stalled*• The brake horsepower curve rises more slowly than 
with any other man! fold form p. but it continues to rise 
throughout the speed range of the engines and shows no 
definite break at; higher rotative speeds0 ■. :' ,i • .

;■ The torque curve; decreases throughout the operating 
range 9 but it approaches a flat curve at approximately 1 2 0 0
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revolutions per minute. This is unusual for a torque curvef 
but it is not an undesirable characteristic. It merely 
means the engine has more and more torque as the rotative 
speed drops, and this helps the tendency of the engine to 
resist stalling under load.

The specific fuel consumption curve for two thirds 
throttle loading condition stays low throughout the speed 
range. This is rather unusual. It reaches a low point at 
approximately 1300 revolutions per minute, and beyond this 
speed shows a tendency to rise more and more sharply with 
an increase in speed.

Plate X shows the performance of the test engine under 
one third throttle loading with the new manifold installed. 
The brake horsepower curve again shows a steady increase 
with no tendency to peak out or break within the normal 
operating range. The torque curve remains almost constant 
at all speeds, decreasing as a straight line from its high
est reading which is found at low rotative speeds.

The specific fuel consumption curve for the one third 
throttle loading condition is exceptionally low throughout 
the operating range of the engine. Although it does not 
approach the specific fuel consumption found at higher 
throttle loadings, it is far below expectations. The con
sumption is at a minimum at approximately 1 2 0 0  revolutions 
per minute, and rises rather abruptly at both the low and 
the high end of the speed range.
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"Plate XI shows performance curves for both the original 
manifold and the new-manifold at full throttle conditions»
This enables a direet comparison to be made between the per =» 
formance of the two manifolds under similar eonditionsc It 
can be seen that the difference between the brake horsepower 
curves of the two manifolds is small at low rotative speedso.
:The torque curves are- also similar9 but the torque curve 
..for the ne|t znani fold/st ays closer to its 'maximum reading 
throughout the speed range of the engine0 The specific 
fuel consumption curves are both fairly flat throughout the 

;,test0. y .V V ' ' ■ ' : : , . ; y ;
Plate XII shows performance curves for both the 

original manifold and the new manifold at two thirds '
throttle load eonditionso1The curves are similar With the 
exception of the specific fuel consumption curve at both the. 
low end and the high end of the speed range® At these points, 
the new manifold shows a lower consumption curve®

Plate XIII shows performance curves for both the orig
inal manifold and the new manifold at one third throttle load 
conditions0 The curves again are similar with the exception 
of the specific fuel-consumption curve® The new manifold 
shows a far lower fuel consumption throughout the operating 
range of the engineo

During the test runs the small change in the fuel air 
ratio of the mixture supplied to the engine had a negligible 
effect on the recorded.performance0 . •
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.' ' X OF THE) TEST RESULTS' ;

In some respects the intake manifold designated as 
original equipment on the Case Model SE stationary engine 
performs its tasks satisfactorily0. A good manifold design 
should produce the maximum horsepower and torque possible 
with a minimum fuel consumption within the normal speed 
range of the engine* The original manifold form does not 
accomplish this purposeo . • .

While the original manifold is well designed for use 
at low speedy full;throttle eonditions 9 it begins to fall 
down on the job when operated at high rotative speeds„ The 
brake horsepower curves Plate. IV̂  shows a tendency to peak 
out 9 or break9 at about 180.0 revolutions per minutev This 
means that the manifold is not allowing the engine to de= 
velop Its maximum horsepower at a given speedo

Some part of the, engine 9 or its accessory groups9 will 
limit the output of the engine at any given speedo This 
limiting factor may be the . carburetor9 the intake; manifold9 
the valve porting9 the valve timing and size9 or any one 
of a number of similar items»: Any one of these factors 
may act as; a stumbling block to the generation of add = ■ 
itional power at a given engine s p e e d o

The results of the test runs made with three different 
manifold forms installed on the Case engine show that the 
combination of the original manifold and carburetor was the 
main contributing factor in the inhibition of horsepower



output at high rotative speeds„ . '
This is not a surmiseo It is a fact which can he sub= 

stantiated hy an examination of Plates Fill and XI» Plate 
VIII shows the full throttle loading euhves for the new 
manifold ihstalled on the engine $ and Plate XI shows a 
graphical .comparison between the original manifold and 
the new .manifold when both are run at full throttle loading9 
The only operation performed on the engine was the changing 
of the intake manifold form and its accompanying carburetore 
Yet, the brake horsepower curve shows no break within the 
limits ■ of-the graph; ■ ; I . /

With the original manifold the oomparitlvely straight, 
line portion of the brake horsepower curve ends at approx= 
imately 1800 revolutions per minute0 Above this point the 
curve begins . to break until it reaches its. peak at approx** 
imately 1850 revolutions per minute as mentioned beforeo 
The new manifold extends the straight line portion of the 
brake horsepower curve beyond 1500 revolutions per minute 
before the curve begins to deyiate0 .

.As long as the.straight line portion of the brake 
horsepower curve continues approximately in a straight line 
climb, it may be assumed that no one factor is inhibiting 
the output of the engineo At the point where the curve 
begins to leave a straight line function, the original 
manifold ceased to allow the engine to develop, its maximum 
powers, The new manifold shifted this maximum, power point
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to a higher rotative speed, and shifted the responsibility 
for limiting the power output to another factor in the 
engine design, such as the" valve systemo , :

Plate VII shows the results of a partial solution to 
the problem of power output, at higher rotative speeds0 The 
original manifold, run without the benefit of a hot spot, 
shows an improvement in brake horsepower output over the 
original manifold,throughout the operating range of the 
engineo This increase in output is accompanied by a de
crease in specific fuel consumption.at the lower end of the 
speed"range0: ' ; .: . ... . .IP ' t".

This slight increase In power output may be due to the . 
increased, mass of air entering the engine through a cold 
induction system. If so, the same performance could be ob
tained from the original manifold with the addition of a 
thermostatically controlled hot spot0 The decrease in fuel 
consumption may.have been the result of the better carburetor 
sdjustment possible with the cbld manifold0 ■ The heat added 
to the mixture at low rotative speeds richened the incoming 
mixture and had a detrimental effect on the fuel economy<>

As long as'the original manifold is run at.full load 
throttle settings at low rotative.speeds, it gives excellent 
re suit s0 /; It is when the rotative speed is increased above a 
certain point, or when the loading is decreased considerably 
that the manifold begins to fail in its performance0 The 
inefficient performance at part load throttle settings is



: Vshown "by Plates VI5, Xs and XIIIo
Plate VI shows the performance of the test engine under 

one third load conditions with the original manifold, while 
Plate X shows the same performance curves with the new mani« 
fold installedoi 'Plate XIII Shows a graphical comparison 
between the original manifold and the new manifold under 
the same conditions^

When the original manifold is run at part load throttle 
conditions,, the result is poor fuel economy» This is the 
result of carburetion and mahlfOlding difficulties inherent 
with the updraft system*: Since this engine^ whether used
for stationary power or tractor use s will run a large por
tion of the time under part throttle„ light loading condi
tions o It is useless to design extreme fuel economy at full 
load conditions into an. engine if poor economy at part load 
^running is the resuit0 If an engine was designed for central ; 
station uses it would be a different mattero The original 
manifold installed on the Case engine does not give good 
part load economyo

Plates X and XIII show the exceptional part load econ
omy possible with the new manifolds Regardless of the load 
or throttle settings this manifold gives the maximum amount 
of power on the minimum amount of fuel* Even at extremely 
light throttle loadings this manifold does.not consume an 
excessive amount of .fuel*' ' This is due to the carburetor 
characteristics coupled with" a down draft manifold.
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When the new manifold is installed on the Case engines 
the all-around performances both from a power output stand- 
point and an economy standpoints is far more desirable than 
the performance of the original manifold0 Although the 
brake horsepower output is. but a small amount larger than 
that of the original manifold, the difference between the 
two becomes more and more as the rotative speed increases^
At the governed speed of 1550 revolutions per minute, the. 
power output of the new manifold, .is about two brake horse
power above the output of the original manifold0 This re
presents an increase, of approximately seven and one-half 
percento Alone, this.brake horsepower increase is not ex- 
ceptionaly but when it is coupled with increased fuel econ
omy, it takes on more importancee

If the governed speed of the engine is increased to 
1800 revolutions per minute, the new manifold shows an in
crease of four and one-half brake horsepower, more than fif
teen percent, over the original manifold. This, by itself9 
would be an exceptional increase to obtain with a change of 
intake manifold alone. When this increase is coppled with a: 
.decrease in the specific fuel consumption throughout the. 
speed range of the engine, it becomes very desirable.

The part load performance of the new manifold is as 
startling as the performance obtained at full load settings 0 
Although the increase in power output at part load is not 
as great as the Increase at full load, the consistently low
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specific fuel consumption adds much to the performance ob= 
tained from the engin@ 0 • • - ■

Blaster: XIs XII? and XIII indicate the superiority of 
the new manifoM over the original manifold* St most throttle 
settings and rotative speeds 9 the new manifoM produces more 
brake horsepower/more torque, and. lower specific fuel con^ 
sumption than the priginal manifoldo

/ ' #hen the mixture was .changed .during the test runs, it 
was; found that the specific fuel consumption remained prac" 
tically unchanged«: flhen the mixture ’ was', made leaner 9 the
savings; in° fuel was counterbalanced by the decrease in brake 
horsepower developed* The net result was the variance of the 
specific fuel consumption within narrow limits*
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CONCLUSION

The average installation of the Case Model SE engine 
does not reqiulre maxlnram power output from the engine for 
any length of time*.. The manifold design should reflect this- 
factg and emphasize part load fuel economy as strongly as' 
peak power output<> A particular manifold may deliver more 
power than any other manifold used on the same engine, but 
if the power output is accomplished at the expense of eco
nomical operation, then.the manifold.design-is in errore

The new manifold designed for use with the Case engine 
delivers more horsepower and torque than the original mani
fold at. any throttle loadihgo But s it delivers this addi
tional power at a Saving in specific fuel consumption„ The 
ability to deliver more power should nop be minimizeds but 
the ability to deliver fuel savings at the same time is of 
primary importanceo

The part load economy of the new manifold is exception
al throughout the operating range of the. engine^ This fact 
alone is sufficient to warrant the replacement of the orig
inal manifoldo At the same time9 howevers the new manifold 
develops, up to eleven percent more horsepower than the orig
inal manifold under identical load conditions0

The true test of the efficiency of a manifold is its 
ability to deliver maximum brake horsepower and torque with 
minimum fuel consumption* The new manifold designed for the 
Case, engine has the. ability to pass this test*
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